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CHAPTER

Databases and
Database Users

1.1 Introduction

Databases and database technology are having a major impact on the growing use of com-

purers. It is fair ro say that databases will playa critical role in almost all are~s where com-

purers are used. including business, engineering, medicine, law, education, and library

science, ro name a few. The word "darabase" is in such common use that we must begin by

defining what a database is. Our initial definicion is quite general.
A database is a collection of related data. * By data, we mean known faces that can

be recorded and char have implicit meaning. For example, consider the names , tele-

phone numbers . and addresses of all the peopte you know. You may have recorded this

data in an indexed address book, or you may have scored it on a diskette using a personal
computer and software such as DBASE II! or Lotus I. 2. 3. This is a collection of related
data with an implicit meaning and hence is a database.

The above definition of database is quite general; for example, we may consider the

collection of words that make up this page of text to be related data and hence a
database. However, the common use of the term database is usually more resuicted. A
database has the following implicit properties:

. A database is a logically coherent collection of data with some inherent meaning.

A random assortment of data cannOt be referred to as a database.

*We will use the word MUJ tn both singular and plural, which is common in database literature, Context will
determine whether it is singular or plural. In standard English, data is used only as the plural; datum is used as
the singular.
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Data is usually stOred in the form of records. Each record consistS of a collection of relat-

ed data values or items, where each value is formed of one or more bytes and cor-

responds to a particular field of the record. Records usually describe emities, their

attributes, and their relationships. For example . an EMPLOYEE record represems an em-
ployee emity. and each field value in the record specifies some attribute or relationship

of chat employe~, such as NAME, BIRTHDATE, SALARY, or SUPERVISOR. A collection of field

names and their corresponding data types constitUtes a record type or record format

definition. A data type, associated with each field, specifies the type of values a field

can take.
The data type of a field is usually one of the standard data types used in program-

ming. These include numeric (imeger, long integer, or real number), string of characters
(fixed length or varying), Boolean (having 0 and 1 or TRUE and FALSE values only), and

sometimes specially coded date data types. The number of bytes required for each data

type is fixed for a given computer system. An integer may require 4 bytes
, a long integer

8 bytes, a real number 4 bytes , a Boolean 1 byte, a date 4 bytes (tocode the date imo an

imeger), and a fixed-length string ofk characters k bytes. Variable-
length strings may re-

quire as many bytes as there are characters in each field value. For example , an EMPLOYEE

record type may be defined-using PASCAL notation-as follows:

Figure 4.4 Use of twO buffers A and B for reading from disk

Record Types

-, .-'\

RECORD TYPE NAME
type EMPLOYEE = record

FIELD NAMES

NAME

SSN

SALARY

jOBCODE

DEPARTMENT

end;

time

DATA TYPES

: packed array (1..30! of character;
: packed array (1..91 of character;

: imeger;
: imeger;
: packed array 11..tOj of character

4.4. Files , Fixed, Lengrh Records and Variable,Length Records

A file is a seq...ence of records. In many cases, all records in a file are of the same record

type. If every record in the file has exactly the sarne size (in bytes), the file is said co be
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